Guidelines to State/Distribution utilities for Selection of SCADA/DMS Implementation Agency (SIA) & implementation of Part-A SCADA/DMS schemes of R-APDRP

A. The basic guidelines for appointment of ITIA by utilities & it’s amendments/ clarification issued from time to time as available on web site www.apdrp.gov.in (also mentioned below in para B), shall be followed for SIA appointment with the following considerations:

1. ITIA shall be read as SIA
2. ITC shall be read as SDC
3. SRS shall be read as MTS
4. Mandatory specification shall be read as Model technical specification (MTS)
5. All subsequent clause references shall be read in line with Model RFP of SIA.
6. Bid evaluation toolkit in MS Excel is not applicable, as the same is depicted in Appendix D of Model RFP for SIA.
7. There are no minimum qualification marks for SIA as defined in case of ITIA (as 35 - Thirty five), hence the guidelines pertaining to the same are not applicable.

The following two para are added in line with the provision of model MTS/RFP for SIA and augmentation needs for SCADA/DMS enabling equipment:

8. Para for SCADA/DMS enabling equipment shall be considered:
   “Utility shall ensure that all committed SCADA/DMS enabling infrastructure such as installation of RMUs/sectionizers, FPIs & other electrical infrastructure is available to enable implementation of SCADA/DMS system with in stipulated timeline for SCADA/DMS project.”

9. Para for seeking clearance/approval from PFC prior to issuance of NIT by utility shall be considered:
   “The State/Utilities have to seek clearance/consent from PFC before issuance of RFP, the scope for minor/proposed modifications in the Model RFP/MTS is available to the Utilities. In case of deviation w.r.t model MTS/RFP, they shall obtain approval from PFC prior to issuance of NIT”

B. ITIA guidelines are available on web www.apdrp.gov.in. All the guidelines issued/being issued for bid evaluation, change of vendor etc from time to time for ITIA are also applicable for SIA bid evaluation along with changes/addition as specified above:

- Clarification dated 20.08.2010 (Against Additional Guidelines for Bid Evaluation dated 09/12/2009 and 26/05/2010)
- Guidelines w.r.t Sub contractor and OEMs in the Model RfP for ITIA under R-APDRP dated 19.08.2010
- Additional Guidelines for Technical Bid evaluation in appointment of ITIA by Utilities dated 26.05.2010
- Amendment to the ’Additional Guidelines for Technical Bid evaluation for ITIA’
- Additional Guidelines for Technical Bid evaluation in appointment of IT Implementing Agencies by Utilities approved in the XV Steering Committee dated 09.12.2009
- Guidelines for inviting RfP by utilities for ITIA PART A.

These guidelines will also be applicable in state/utilities where technical evaluation of SCADA/DMS bids under R-APDRP is in progress.